personal values (Shrum, Burroughs, & Rindfleisch, 2005) . Repeated exposure to themes of materialism would, according to cultivation theory, make heavy consumers of media more likely to place importance upon materialism in their own lives; repeated exposure to derogatory language may cause "a level of desensitization; making such language appear common and acceptable by dulling the normal emotional responses" (Ricke, 2012) .
How we learn: The problem with stereotypes
Heavy consumers of media, including children, are especially susceptible to stereotyping.
While stereotypes are not always necessarily negative, they are usually seen as prejudiced (Marris & Thomham, 2000 p. 198 ). Dubriel (2006) states in his thesis that "most studies have shown that African Americans are more likely than Caucasians to be portrayed as a criminal suspect" (p. 2) in television. Stice and Shaw (1994) discuss the effect that "thin-ideal" stereotypes have on the eating habits of young women. Studies like these describe a negative effect of stereotyping; consumers of media that include heavy stereotyping are more likely to align their beliefs about the groups depicted in their stereotypic representations. Problems with representation appear across a broad spectrum of gender, sexual orientation, and race. When negative stereotypes exist in popular media, including movies and television, the social groups targeted by those stereotypes are more likely to suffer some sort of repercussion.
Without realistic representations in media, stereotypes become the prevailing image society has of a particular group. When media portrays people with disabilities as "sickly and helpless victims", it implies that a "disabled person's life is inferior to […] an able-bodied person's life" (Zhang & Haller, 2013) . In addition, physical and mental disabilities have been negatively affected by portrayals of insane or murderous characters in media. "Supercrip" (Quilan & Bates, 2008) characters who have their disabilities glorified as superpowers, like Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation Marvel's blind Daredevil (Marvel, 2014) , "vengeful cripples" who act as bitter antagonists to other, able-bodied characters, like Darth Vader from the acclaimed Star Wars series, and "mad", "loony", or "insane" mentally ill characters, such as the Joker of the Batman series, all portray images that negatively affect the perception of the disabled in real life. Quilan and Bates described the "supercrip" as a stereotype that could lead to the creation of false expectations and unrealistic goals for the disabled; Laroi and Van der Linden (2009) found that negative depictions of schizophrenia in media could result in a number of negative consequences for people with schizophrenia due to public reaction, "including aggravating their condition and making it even more difficult for them to assimilate into society" (p. 61). In their analysis of eighteen films produced between 1975 and 2004 that included characters who were physically disabled, Black and Pretes (2007) found that "many of the movies portrayed integrated community life, but integrated education and employment opportunities were noticeably lacking" (p. 66). These kinds of perceptions can perpetuate stigmatization, fear and distrust toward those living with mental and physical disabilities, and "tragically [deprive] people of their dignity and [interfere] with their full participation in society (Wahl, 2003, p. viii) .
People living with physical disabilities make up about 20 percent of the population in the U.S. (United States Census Bureau, 2012) , and one in five adults in the U.S. have a diagnosable mental illness (Preidt, 2014) . Yet the appearance of physically disabled characters on TV is only one percent (GLAAD, 2013) . Psychological disorders that experience greater media representation are also heavily stereotyped; mentally ill characters are often presented as dangerous or incapable of functioning in normal society, and many are cast as villains. The Joker is not the only character in the Batman franchise that is portrayed as unstable and dangerous (DC Comics, 2014); many of the recurring villains in the series are escapees from Gotham City's mental hospital, The Elizabeth Arkham Asylum for the Criminally Insane. Likewise, characters with physical disabilities on television are often oversimplified, flat, or used as an "irredeemable villain" or a sort of "evil avenger" (Hartnett, 2000) . The "mad villain" stereotype is the one that is the most persistent in older children's animation. To be "mad" in early Disney movies is to be dangerous, unpredictable, or unreliable. The villains are often described as "mad." Characters such as "Mad Madame Mim", the evil witch in The Sword in the Stone, and the "Mad Queen" and "Mad Hatter" in Alice in Wonderland, are threats to the protagonist. These characters act unpredictable and are often cruel or unfair. The entire premise of Alice in Wonderland is the idea that the title character has fallen into a "mad," topsy-turvy world far removed from her normal life, implied to be a punishment for not being proper and paying attention during her lessons.
Disabled characters appear often as stereotyped or satirized in television for adults. For example Mayor Adam West, a recurring character in Fox's long-running series Family Guy, is portrayed as eccentric, manic, and a hazard to his own health. Joe Swanson, a paralyzed police officer from the same series, is consistently portrayed throughout the run of the series on the opposite side of the spectrum, possessing "over-aggressive with alcoholic and abusive tendencies" (IMDb, 2009, para. 1) . Peter Griffin, one of the main characters in Family Guy, is repeatedly implied to be mentally disabled and is often the cause of conflict in each episode. In episode 56, "Petarded," Peter Griffin is formally diagnosed with as having a mental disability.
He spends much of the episode using his disabled status to get away with breaking societal rules, including walking into the women's restroom and starting fights. At the same time, the community treats Peter as though his "new" status of disability renders him incapable of doing things he once did without trouble, and actually deem him an unfit father as a result. Medjesky Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation (2008) points out that this scenario "shows how society will view the disabled as childlike, incomplete as an adult human."
The impact of social cognitive theory and cultivation
Social cognitive theory emphasizes learning behaviors through social context and observation. It has been applied to many different areas of human functioning, from career choice and organizational behavior, to mental and physical health (Denler, Wolters, & Benzon, 2014) . In the context of media, social cognitive theory can be applied to describe behaviors that consumers of media learn through their media consumption. These behaviors are not always positive. While much useful information can be drawn from today's media, the repeated portrayal of certain content can also affect the way consumers of media think and behave in response to similar content in the real world. Negative portrayals of race or religion in media are capable of altering the way that race and religion are treated in real life, especially by heavy consumers of media. Lawson and Fouts (2004) suggest that "adult beliefs are rooted in childhood" and that stereotypes are cultivated at an early age. The images cultivated in childhood by animation last long into adulthood, and affect the way that disability is perceived later in life.
According to Strasburger, Wilson, and Jordan (2009, p. 18) , "children as young as 2 years of age already show preference to certain types of TV programs". As young viewers, they are susceptible to the early effects of cultivation. Ricke's (2012) study found that language used on television has a socializing effect on children. Ricke found that Family Guy is watched by over 900,000 viewers ages eleven or younger, and because of the commonality and the normalization of derogatory language used in the programming, "young viewers may have difficulty differentiating between acceptable and unacceptable language on television." Over 200 million children ages two and older have access to at least one television in the United States alone Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation (Neilson, 2009) , in addition to movies, Internet, and other media. Children are especially vulnerable to media portrayals, and prior studies have shown that early and frequent exposure to TV and movies can cultivate a child's attitudes toward a wide range of social groups-and that these early childhood learning experiences carry on into adulthood to affect their perceptions later (Lawson and Fouts, 2004) .
In the past, children's animation has used characters that could be considered disabled as villains, comedic relief, or as pitiable caricatures. Over time, children who watch these portrayals of disability may come to accept the "villainous" or "pitiable" stereotype of disability as normal, which may influence their treatment of disabled people in the real world. Similarly, disabled children who watch these stereotyped portrayals may internalize them, which may have repercussions on their self-esteem and sense of self-worth. In this analysis, I examine how elements in twenty-first century animated films and cartoons for children present portrayals of mental illness and physical disability, and whether or not these portrayals align with stereotypical portrayals in earlier children's animation.
Methodology
This study critically reviewed four 21st century animations for children, in which thematic elements regarding portrayals of mental and physical disability were identified. These animations included: Disney's Frozen, Disney's Wreck-It Ralph, Dreamwork's How to Train Your Dragon 2, and Nickelodeon's Avatar: The Last Airbender. These animations were chosen because they are all critically-acclaimed animations that were released within the last ten years, grossed over one hundred million dollars worldwide during their runs, and have become a part of popular culture.
Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation
Frozen, Wreck-It Ralph, and How to Train Your Dragon 2 were chosen because they were popular feature-length animated movies that have become a part of popular culture, meaning that they were widely merchandised, advertised, and that dialogue, songs, and visual elements from them are often referenced out of the context of their animations. Avatar: The Last Airbender was an animated television series of 61 episodes that each had a run time of about 30 minutes. It was chosen because it ran weekly over the course of four years from 2005 to 2008 and also became a part of popular culture. All of these animations are typical of children's films in that they would be watched repeatedly by their target audience over a period of time. In addition, each of these animations had some sort of obvious portrayal of disability. Avatar: The Last Airbender portrayed a variety of mental and physical illnesses; Frozen had thematic elements that mirrored a mental illness; and How to Train Your Dragon 2 and Wreck-It Ralph both had characters who had obvious physical disabilities. How to Train Your Dragon 2 was chosen over How to Train Your Dragon because the main character gained a physical disability that he did not have in the first movie.
The purposes of this concept analysis were: (1) to evaluate the presence of disability in children's animations and (2) to understand the image of mental or physical disability the animations projected. Data was collected through the analysis of keywords that occurred in the transcripts of these four animated features. Drawing upon the work of Rose, Thornicroft, Pinfold, and Kassam (2007) , a list of key words and phrases was generated that referred to disability within the scope of these features (see Appendix A).
Rose, Thornicroft, Pinfold, and Kassam surveyed 634 students around 14 years of age.
From this survey they created a list of 250 words that these students associated with mental illness. Most of these words had a negative connotation for these children, and their presence within these four animations, which are targeted to children younger than 14 years, could support the continued existence of these negative connotations of disability from a young age.
From the original list of 250 words, 179 words were ruled out on the basis of differences in British English dialect with American English dialects, whether or not they were ageappropriate for the target audience of the animations, and whether or not they included medical terminology. However, even after narrowing the 250 word list down to 71 (see Table 1 ), the majority of these words did not appear within the selected animations. The number of times the remaining 71 key words appeared in each animation was recorded (see Appendix G). In addition, the visual imagery of the animated features was evaluated for any visual depictions of disability that might have been present. These images were categorized according to whether they were overt (direct) references or covert (indirect) references, to disability based upon the context of the use of the word. Finally, the transcripts were then reevaluated for any contextual or thematic elements that may affect the meaning or usage of the keywords or images.
Findings
Of the 250 original words in Rose's study, 71 words were chosen to be used in the analysis of all four animations. Out of those 71 keywords, 48 showed up at least once during the analysis of all four animations, with the remaining 23 words not appearing at all (see table 1). Of the 48 keywords that appeared at least once, 29 words appeared fewer than five times in all four animations (see Table 2 and Table 3 ).
. The five keywords that appeared the most were "crazy" (70 times), "lost" (59 times), "alone" (46 times), "dangerous" (41 times), and "funny" (27 times). Keywords appeared in the animations a total of 462 times. Keywords that were repeated five or more times appeared 415 times throughout the animations. Of these 415 instances, 315 were overt, or direct, references, and 100 were covert, or implied references to mental illness or physical disability (Appendix B).
Each of the three animated movies had an approximate length of 90 minutes, with a The keywords that appeared were normally used as descriptors for things that were actually happening. Rather than relying on connotative meanings that may have linked them to disability, keywords like "lost" and "dangerous" were more likely to be used literally to describe a certain situation. "Lost", which appeared 59 times, was almost always used in instances during which the characters were actually lost or had lost something. Similarly, "dangerous", which appeared 41 times, was used when the characters were at risk or were facing an enemy rather than being used to reference characters with disability. Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation
The exception was "crazy", which appeared 70 times during analysis. "Crazy", along with "insane", was used almost exclusively to describe scenarios in which there was danger, in which the situation was getting out of hand, or in which one of the characters was behaving unusually or erratically. For example, in Frozen, an exchange between Anna and Kristoff occurs:
KRISTOFF: So tell me, what made the Queen go all ice-crazy?
ANNA: Oh, well, it was all my fault.
This is part of a bigger discussion about a breakdown Queen Elsa had during her coronation. Elsa loses control of her ice powers and freezes the kingdom in a display of power that the other characters were not aware Elsa possessed, and were uncertain how to respond. In episode 42 of Avatar, "The Headband", Zuko visits his uncle, Iroh, who has been imprisoned for treason. Iroh has chosen not to speak to his nephew because he disagrees with the choices he has made in previous episodes. Zuko, frustrated that his uncle will not speak with him, shouts at him that he is "[…] a crazy old man! You're crazy! And if you weren't in jail, you'd be sleeping in a gutter."
While "crazy" was often applied to an antagonistic force or a character that was behaving out of the ordinary, it was also used to describe the behavior of the protagonists or secondary character, as a descriptor for a dangerous or confusing situation, or to describe a character that possessed uncommon ingenuity or intelligence. For example, in How to Train Your Dragon 2, it is applied to the entire population of Berk by the main character, Hiccup:
"[Berk is] A bit trampled, busted and covered in ice, but it's home. It's our home. Those who attacked us are relentless and crazy. But those who stopped them, oh, even more so!
We may be small in numbers, but we stand for something bigger than anything the world can pit against us. We are the voice of peace, and bit by bit, we will change this world."
In this excerpt, Hiccup is indeed applying the term "crazy" to the antagonists that opposed him and his people during the course of the film. However, by saying "but those who stopped them […] even more so", Hiccup is implying that he and the people of Berk are more crazy than the antagonists. This implication is an admirable one because it is equating the word "crazy" with the feats of bravery, intelligence, and loyalty shown by the people of Berk throughout the rest of the film.
In addition to the use of keywords, each animation could be categorized by how it visually portrayed disability on screen (see Table 4 ). Each animation included the use of visual imagery that provided context for the keywords or presented images of disability on their own.
The most overt images came from Avatar: the most common images that were portrayed were motions to imply insanity, most often by the twirling of a character's fingers next to their head.
One instance of this occurs in episode 4, "The Warriors of Kyoshi", when one of the main characters, Aang, dives into the ocean to swim with a school of massive fish called "elephant koi". Another character, Sokka, makes a circular motion with his left hand near his left temple, signaling to his sister that he thinks Aang is crazy.
Other episodes gave direct references to blindness, normally through a visual gag that involved the blind character waving her hands in front of her eyes or pretending to read. In episode 37, "Lake Laogai", the main characters are making missing posters for Aang's lost pet.
Sokka's attempt at a sketch is crude, causing the other characters to tease him in a drawn out gag that results in Toph using her blindness to tease him:
TOPH: (mockingly) It looks just like him to me! SOKKA: Thank you, I worked really-(suddenly remembering that she is blind) Why do you feel the need to do that?
More covert images included hand-wringing and physical isolation in Frozen, episodes of PTSD flashbacks in Wreck-It Ralph, and for the main character in How to Train Your Dragon 2 who walked with a prosthetic leg, a stiff gait on the side where the prosthetic was attached.
Because these animations target children, there are often substantial thematic and metaphoric elements at work. Rather than overtly addressing issues that parents may deem too "mature" for children, these animations often use stand-in words and images to portray similar themes. In Frozen, for example, Elsa is never openly stated as having any sort of anxiety disorder or physical disability. However, through the use of imagery and loaded vocabulary within the context of the animation, the audience is given signs that associate Elsa with similar themes of disability. For example, Elsa spends most of her childhood isolating herself from other people. As a result, she keeps her ice powers a secret from everyone in her kingdom, including her sister. After she uses them during her coronation, the Duke of Weselton, who has difficulty understanding her "condition", refers to her as a "monster". For this reason, several keywords specific to each animation were examined during analysis for their significance, including "blind", "glitch", and "peg-leg".
In How to Train Your Dragon 2, the main character openly talks about his "peg-leg":
"Well, crazy thing is; I'm actually the one who shot him down. Hey, it's… It's okay though, he got me back, right bud? You couldn't save all of me, could you? You just had to make it even so… Peg-leg!" In Avatar: The Last Airbender, Toph, a blind girl, both talks about the fact that she is blind and rebuffs the idea that she is "fragile" or "weak" because of her blindness: "Dad, I know it's probably hard for you to see me this way. But the obedient little helpless blind girl that you think I am just isn't me" (Episode 26, "The Blind Bandit). Likewise, Elsa is never diagnosed as mentally ill, but her mantra of "conceal, don't feel"
combined with imagery of her isolating herself and wringing her hands when she becomes anxious suggest it. After the keywords were counted, each animation was examined individually for thematic and visual representations of disability.
Frozen
Keywords appeared in Disney's Frozen 36 times (Appendix C), which constituted 7.7% of all keywords used in all four animations. The keywords that appeared the most often were "crazy", which appeared 9 times, and "dangerous", which also appeared 9 times. The word "crazy" usually appeared when a character thought something was strange or unbelievable, rather than to reference an actual disability. For example, an exchange between Anna and Hans, her love interest, results in five of the 9 times "crazy" is used during the animation:
ANNA: Okay, can I just say something crazy?
HANS: I love crazy.
In these cases, "crazy" is meant to mean "unbelievable" or "unexpected". "Dangerous"
was used by other characters to refer to Elsa: "She's dangerous. Move quickly and with resolve."
It was also used to denote circumstances that risked the characters' lives:
ANNA: Bring me my horse, please.
HANS: Anna, no. It's too dangerous.
Elsa, the deuteragonist and one of the princesses in Disney's Frozen, is never actually stated as having a mental or physical disability. However, there are strong visual and thematic elements within the animation that suggest that Elsa may be a representation of depression or a panic disorder. Elsa's hand-wringing, pacing, and obviously distressed expressions throughout the animation are all images that can be associated with a panic or anxiety disorder. In addition, the way she isolates herself from her parents and sister and her loss of control under extreme stress, including the ice explosion she causes inside her room on the day of her parent's funeral, are all strong images. A large part of the plot of the animation revolves around Elsa's control of her ice powers; she was born with them, and is the only person in her kingdom that possesses them. As a result, no one can teach her how to deal with them in a healthy way. After an incident in which she inadvertently harms her younger sister, Anna, by accidentally freezing her, Elsa becomes withdrawn and afraid of her powers. Her parents, instead of finding a way to help her control them, teach her instead to pretend they don't exist. The lines "conceal, don't feel" are a recurring mantra throughout the animation that Elsa uses whenever she tries to suppress her ice powers, suggesting that if she doesn't think about her powers, she will not be able to harm anyone.
She worries excessively about hurting others, reminiscent of a panic disorder, and the more fearful she becomes, the worse her powers react. When she is nervous during her coronation and is forced to touch something with her bare hands, she coats it in a layer of frost.
When she panics when her parents die and again when she realizes that she can't unfreeze her kingdom later in the animation, the audience is allowed to watch her powers build until she can no longer control them and they explode outward in a burst of ice and snow, which often harms the people around her in the process.
Panic disorders are often characterized by excessive worry, fear of death or loss of control, chills, and intense fear (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2012) . Elsa is often shown wringing her hands, pacing, and repeatedly trying to keep her loved ones safe by isolating herself from them or warning them to stay away from her. Secondary characters often refer to Elsa as being "dangerous" or as a "monster", suggesting a negative portrayal. However, Anna-who was harmed twice by Elsa's ice powers-never calls Elsa a monster. In fact, she defends her from the people who want to imprison her for her powers and staunchly denies that Elsa is dangerous: OLAF: An act of true love will thaw a frozen heart.
ELSA: Love...will thaw... Love.... Of course.
This exchange, followed by Elsa's sudden insight as to how to thaw her kingdom, suggests that the unconditional support from her sister allowed Elsa to come to terms with her condition where her unhealthy coping strategies only failed.
How to Train Your Dragon 2
Dreamwork's How to Train Your Dragon 2 had 24 total appearances of keywords, accounting for of 5.1% of the keywords that appeared in all four animations (Appendix D). The words that appeared the most often were "alone" or a form of "hurt(ing)". "Alone" was used exclusively to denote the physical condition of being by one's self: "I know I left you to raise Hiccup alone but I thought he'd be better off without me. And I was wrong, I see that now but…"
"Hurting" was used when one character was about to physically harm another, such as when Hiccup is attempting to snap his dragon, Toothless, out of the hypnotism of the Bewilderbeast: "It wasn't your fault bud, they made you do it. You'd never hurt him, you'd never hurt me."
Although it avoids using many of the keywords, How to Train Your Dragon represents physical disability through its use of imagery. The main character, Hiccup, is an amputee; he lost one of his legs in the previous animation. There is little mention of his lost limb; in fact, it is only mentioned twice, and both times by Hiccup himself. In one instance, he is playfully arguing with Toothless and makes passing reference to it: "Oh, come on, come on. Yeah-yeah. You wouldn't hurt a one legged-" Hiccup is shown adjusting his peg-leg and using it to walk, run, and jump;
the animation of his movement includes a stiff gait on the side of the amputation.
Hiccup's dragon, Toothless, is also an amputee-Toothless lost half of his tail fin in the previous animation, and requires Hiccup's help to fly because his ability to steer in the air has been hindered. There is little mention of this "hindrance" in the animation. Instead, Hiccup works on ways to improve Toothless' flying capabilities and treats him as he does any other dragon: "We've really got to work on your solo flying there, bud. That, uh, locked up tail makes for a pretty sloppy rescue maneuvers, hey?" There are other amputees in the animation as well-Drago, the villain, has lost an arm, and Gobber, one of the Vikings and a friend of Hiccup's, is missing a hand. Both of these characters are seen moving and going about tasks without major hindrance; Drago is a powerful fighter, and Gobber is a blacksmith.
Wreck-It Ralph
Disney's Wreck-It Ralph used 35 keywords, accounting for 7.5% of the total uses of keywords (Appendix E). The words that were used the most often were "alone" and "freak".
Like in How to Train Your Dragon 2, "alone" appeared almost exclusively to denote the physical condition of being alone.
RALPH: I don't know, I just.... I was just tired of living alone in the garbage.
GENE: Well now you can live alone in the penthouse.
While this "aloneness" contributed to part of the main character, Ralph's, motivation, it was not used to reference disability. "Freak", on the other hand, was used exclusively to refer to someone or something that was different. The first three occurrences happen in succession when angrily, and through a sequence of flashbacks the audience is shown that they serve as a trigger that sends her back the moment of her fiancé's death.
Avatar: The Last Airbender
With all three seasons combined, Avatar: The Last Airbender had the highest appearance rate of keywords out of all the animations, with 367, or 79.4%, of the total appearances. Of the 367 appearances that occurred in just the three seasons of Avatar alone, season one had 116, or 25.1%, of total appearances, season two had 108, or 23,3%, of total appearances, and season three had the highest appearance rate at 143, or 30.9% (Appendix F).
The keywords that appeared the most frequently in season one and two were "lost" and "crazy". While "lost" was sometimes used to describe a state of confusion, it was frequently used to denote the physical condition of losing one's way. However, it was also used often as a euphemism for death, such as in episode 27, "Zuko Alone", when Zuko is fending off soldiers Portrayals of Mental Illness and Physical Disability in 21 st Century Children's Animation who want to draft a boy into the army: "You don't want Lee in your army -you're sick cowards messing with a family who's already lost one son to the war."
"Crazy" was used both to imply that someone was mentally unstable and as a substitute for words like "outrageous" or "strange". In episode 26, The Blind Bandit", Aang refers to his friend Bumi when he tells Toph why he has come to see her: "Well, a crazy king told me I had to find an earthbender who listens to the earth. And then I had a vision in a magic swamp." Earlier in the series, Aang speaks with the king of Omashu in episode 5, "The King of Omashu", and is outraged by the demands of the king, who is holding his friends hostage: "I don't have time for your crazy games! Give me my friends back! We're leaving!"
In season 3, "crazy" was also one of the most frequent keywords; however, "alone" became the second-most frequent, and was usually used to denote instances where the characters physically alone or needed to accomplish something by themselves. An example of this is in episode 46, "The Avatar and the Fire Lord", when Iroh tells Zuko of his ancestry and what his role in the war could be: "What happened generations ago can be resolved now, by you. Because of your legacy, you alone can cleanse the sins of our family and the Fire Nation. Born in you, along with all the strife, is the power to restore balance to the world."
The imagery found in Avatar portrays a wide variety of disabilities in its character pool.
Teo, a character from episode 17, "The Northern Air Temple", is a skilled mechanic. He is also wheelchair-bound. However, the emphasis on his disability is only about how his father can make it easier for him to get around through the use of technology. Song, a character that appears in episode 22, "The Cave of Two Lovers," is shown to have a badly burned leg.
Several supporting characters, such as an old herbalist woman, King Bumi of the Earth Kingdom, and Jeong Jeong, a retired Fire Nation general, are all described as being varying degrees of "mad", yet they all end up providing some kind of assistance that the main characters need. These characters aren't always just one-time supporting cast, either. Teo reappears to help plan the raid on the Fire Kingdom in later seasons. Toph, who is one of the main characters, is blind and appears in nearly every episode of the second and third season.
Toph is not defined by her blindness. Her first appearance is at a wrestling ring, where she, a small, preteen girl, takes down an adult opponent many times her size and weight by her
Earthbending prowess alone. She shows frustration at her parents' desire to keep her sheltered at home because they believe her blindness makes her helpless, and she corrects any character who assumes it makes her weak. As discussed previously, Toph's blindness is not always mentioned, except when a situation comes up that makes it applicable-when the other characters are talking about something they read or saw, or when they are flying. In episode 18, "The Earth King", Toph makes it known that she doesn't enjoy the flying because she doesn't have something solid underneath her feet: "Can we please buy a new saddle? Riding bareback is terrifying!"
In keeping with the theme of special powers being a metaphor for disability, an argument can be made that both "bending", the process in which certain characters in Avatar are able to control wind, water, earth, and fire, and the inability to bend, could at different times be a metaphor for disability. In the world of Avatar, there is no apparent prejudice against "benders" or "non-benders"; benders are simply able to manipulate one of the four elements, whereas nonbenders cannot. However, during the series there are instances in which both are shown as hindrances. Sokka, the only non-bender in his travelling party, is often left out during fights while his friends take over with their bending. In episode 28, "The Chase", he is left out of a fight because of his lack of bending: TOPH: We can take 'em. Three on three.
SOKKA: Actually Toph, there's four of us.
TOPH: Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't count you; you know, no bending and all.
However, benders are shown to be powerless if they are separated from their element-"Waterbenders" are unable to manipulate water during lunar eclipses, "Firebenders" are unable to manipulate fire during solar eclipses, and "Earthbenders" are unable to manipulate earth if they are at sea or surrounded by metal. In both regards, benders and non-benders can be "disabled".
Both are also shown overcoming these disabilities. Azula, a villain in the second and third seasons, is a both a powerful firebender as well as a skilled fighter and manipulator. In episode 51, "The Day of Black Sun: Part 2", there is an eclipse that temporarily takes away the powers of firebenders. However, she is shown evading Aang and his friends through her manipulation, in which she keeps them talking long enough for the eclipse to end and for her powers to return. In episode 44, "Sokka's Master", Sokka trains to learn how to use a sword and improve his fighting ability, and is later shown holding his own by using his fighting skills and quick-thinking against enemies who can bend the elements. In "The Northern Air Temple", the group of main characters finds a town of non-benders who have adapted to life on a mountaintop by learning how to build gliders and use technology to their benefit.
Discussion

Stereotypes
On a whole, the images of the characters presented in these animations do not mesh with existing stereotypes. The "super crip", "crazy villain" and "bitter cripple" stereotypes occur, but are all subverted or lamp-shaded in some way. Instead of disabled characters possessing powers and becoming "super crips", the disabled characters in these animations are portrayed as people whose powers sometimes cause them problems. Elsa possesses magical ice powers that allow her to freeze her entire kingdom, and has the potential to kill anyone who threatens her. However, she spends most of her animation trying to control or suppress them. The wringing of her hands, the self-isolation, and the fear of loss of control make her vulnerable. In addition, she is neither the heroine nor the villain in her story. Rather, her sister, Anna, is the heroine, and the audience is shown that Elsa is able to overcome her anxiety through the help of Anna's support, rather than through her self-imposed isolation.
Toph, too, is a powerful character. She is an accomplished Earthbender who can "see"
through the vibrations in the ground, and eventually learns how to bend metal, a feat that is supposed to be impossible. She also possesses insecurities and faults. She openly expresses a dislike of flying and of sand, which hampers her senses. In "The Tales of Ba Sing Se", she becomes upset when a pair of girls make fun of her cloudy eyes and her attempt to wear makeup, and several times throughout the series her blindness becomes an issue when the group needs to read something or, in one instance, needs to put up posters, which is played out comedically when Toph glues one face-down.
Azula, who is a villain, is shown to have manipulative, sociopathic tendencies. However, the reveal of her mental instability happens gradually over the course of many episodes, and is shown to be a product of her actions, not the cause of them.
In How to Train Your Dragon, Drago is indeed the villain, and the audience finds out that he lost his arm to dragons. However, Drago is the last amputee the audience sees in the animation; he is introduced as an antagonist who happens to be missing an arm, not as a man who is bad because he is missing that arm. In addition, we see Hiccup and Toothless first, and they are repeatedly juxtaposed with Drago as functional, sane, and hardworking characters.
measures to avoid triggering her. Felix, her love interest, refrains from using the word "dynamite" after her initial episode, and during their wedding scene the attendees take measures to assure her that they would avoid the scenario that ended the life of her first fiancé.
This variety of characters has the possibility of doing two things. Presenting a range of diverse, complex characters with their own ambitions goes against the idea that disability can be defined by one or two set stereotypes. Viewers that are exposed to a wider range of characters will come to associate those characters by who they are rather than by their disability, and by presenting these characters as normal people, viewers will be less likely to project the generalized expectation of "super crip" or "mad" onto real people living with these disabilities.
Presenting varied and realistic portrayals of disability and mental illness takes some of the uncertainty and stigma out of disability. By presenting disability as a part of normal life, it becomes less strange or frightening when viewers encounter instances of disability in real life, and people are more likely to define someone by their actions or personality rather than by their disability.
Second, by presenting a range of characters and a range of disability, it provides a more diverse representation for the disabled community and expands the number of characters to whom viewers can relate, including children. If the only character who has a disability is repeatedly the villain, it can correlate the malicious actions of the villain with the disability.
Having villains become evil because they suddenly acquire a disability can likewise impede the acceptance of one's own disability as being a part of a person. Having a diverse representation of characters similar to themselves is an important factor to a child's development and self-esteem.
Encountering well-rounded, capable disabled characters, including protagonists and secondary characters instead of only villains, could be key to a child's sense of self and self-worth, especially if they themselves have a disability.
Social Cognitive and Cultivation Theory
In addition to the portrayals of disability through images, the fact that only 20 of the 71 words examined showed up more than five times suggests that these animations are more likely to project a positive portrayal of disability. Though about a fourth of the total appearances of these words were covert ones used to apply words associated to disability to other circumstances, most of the appearances were overt ones, meaning that they were being used in the sense of their literal definitions. The biggest exception to this was "crazy", which included "mentally unstable"
as part of its literal definition.
Rose, Thornicroft, Pinfold, and Kassam's study (2007) collected its list of words from 14
year old children, who had learned to associate these words with mental illness. Because only twenty of these words were used with regularity in these four animations, the target audience, who are preteen children and adolescents in their formative years, are exposed to fewer of them.
According to social cognitive theory, being exposed at an early age to fewer verbal cues that suggest physical disability and mental illness is associated with negativity or danger would create the idea that disability was normal and not something to be feared. Instead of encouraging stereotypes like the "super crip" to arise and perpetuate, portrayals of disability would be more normalized. In the same way, presenting social cues for how to act around someone with a disability through the visual images in these animations remove some of the uncertainty of how to act in the real world. Disabled characters that are portrayed going about their lives as normal people with normal problems, dealing with their disabilities in healthy ways, and having other characters react to the disabilities of others in healthy ways, promotes the idea in viewers that people who share these sorts of disabilities in the real world are normal.
Cultivation theory would suggest that repeated exposure to these keywords would give them the sense of being standard; in the same way that children become desensitized to repeated exposure to swearing from television, they become desensitized to the negative implications words like "crazy" or "freak" have in regards to disability. Because the keywords found in these animations were used sparingly, or for their literal definition, these animations avoid placing negative connotations on the disabled characters they portray. Although "crazy" and "dangerous"
were used to often refer to disability, they were also used to in situations that did not have stereotypical connotations for disabled characters. The high usages of these words suggests that stigmatization of disabled characters still exist in these animations, but they are also paired with images that support diverse representations of disabled characters.
Over time, repeated exposure to these words-or the lack thereof-would encourage viewers not to think of them by their connotative meanings, and to question their use in conjunction with disability. By avoiding an abundance of language that stigmatizes the characters for their disabilities, and by presenting images of realistic and varied character interactions, these animations have the potential to teach children that people with disabilities should be treated the same as everyone else.
My methodological approach has three limitations. First, because only three featurelength animated movies and a 61 episode animated series were used in the study, the sample size of the animations analyzed in this study was small. However, the animations were taken from a variety of companies who all create content for children and who all are well known around the world. The children who watch these animations internalize them as part of their childhood, and so the use of images and choice of language by these companies in these animated features may have an impact on children's social development. The second limitation is that the British study I derived my list of keywords from both targeted mental illness only, and contained many British
English words that the American English dialect does not normally use. However, the words that I chose to use are common in American English, provide the same connotations to children when they appear in media, and were easily generalized to include physical disability as well as mental illness. The third limitation was the division between what was and was not an overt reference.
Depending on the context, some words could arguably have multiple or vague meanings, which make coding for "overtness" or "covertness" difficult. An example of this is the word "crazy", which could sometimes refer literally to someone who seemed to be mentally ill, be used as a substitute for "unbelievable" or "surprising", or even both at once when referring to a specific character who was in the process of performing an action that appeared to be out of the ordinary.
Further research could examine a wider range of children's animation beyond the three animated movies and one animated series handled in this study. By increasing the range of animation, the scope of the keywords in this study could be examined on a larger scale. This would provide a more in-depth look at the words and images that children are exposed because it would include cartoons and movies that children are exposed to on a daily or weekly basis. In addition, a study similar to Rose, Thornicroft, Pinfold, and Kassam's study (2007) could be performed with children to determine whether or not the same associations are being made with these words and disability.
Media scholars should examine the representation of disability as it is portrayed in other media. The stereotypes of disability that exist within media are not always obvious, but they can be evoked with language as innocuous as "disturbed" or "ill". Language that stereotypes disability has become a part of vernacular: Words like "crazy", "idiot", and "insane" are applied in everyday conversation with little regard to their origins or their connotations.
Parents with small children should be aware that their child's consumption of media may influence the behaviors they learn and the ideas they develop about the world around them.
Parents should take steps to limit the amount of media their child watches each day, watch television and movies with them, and make efforts to discuss the images and language that appear in them. By monitoring their child's media and entering into discussions about its content, parents would be able to assert a degree of control over the perceptions that may be cultivated over time. Table 4 .
Methods in which animations portrayed disability.
Direct Reference Metaphor/Thematic Imagery
Frozen Frozen
Avatar Avatar Avatar
Dragon Dragon
Wreck-It Ralph Wreck-It Ralph
